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ABSTRACT

The revolution in virus genome sequencing promises to effectively map the extant biological universe and reveal fundamental relationships between viral biology, genome structure, and evolution. Indeed, microbial virus genomes include large numbers of conserved coding sequences of unknown function as well as unique gene combinations, implying that these viruses will be a significant source of novel protein biochemistry and genome architecture. Yet, making sense of the approaching phalanx of A’s, G’s, T’s, and C’s stretching across the genome sequencing horizon will require innovation and an unprecedented coordination of annotation efforts among stakeholders.
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Introduction

Typically there is a chronological disconnect between the publication of genome sequences and the experiments which detail the biochemistry they encode. Hence it is important to treat sequence records deposited in GenBank and other public databases as dynamic documents which are routinely updated to maintain an accurate representation of latest experimental evidence. Though this is a fundamental departure from the typical, incremental approach to scientific publication, treating sequence records essentially as eDocuments provides authors — and whole communities — the ability to maintain “living” records of current knowledge — a genome blog of sorts — where a wealth of information is aggregated.

With possibility comes responsibility, and maintenance of genome sequence records as living documents requires periodic updating to capture evolving experimental data as well as sequence record data model innovations. This necessity for constant vigilance is effectively at odds with the sheer number...
of virus genome sequence records, and whereas previous curation models emphasized the role of expert curators within public databases, the emergent annotation landscape is complex with a number of additional stakeholders, including sequencing centers and community databases. In this view only comprehensive efforts which embrace and aggregate annotation from a variety of resources can bridge the growing gap between sequencing efforts and the need for accurate genome annotation.

Results and discussion

What is genome sequence annotation?

Annotation is the process by which a raw genome sequence assembly is transformed into a documented record of biological features. Sequence records submitted to the International Nucleotide Sequence Database Collaboration (INSDC) member databases — DDBJ, ENA, and GenBank — include several discrete types of annotation activity (Karsch-Mizrachi et al., 2012). First, the span of a given feature — gene, mRNA, coding sequence, etc. — must be predicted along the genome sequence. Second, each feature must be assigned a set of descriptors — the most basic of which is a name. Finally, the sequence source must be described and placed within a biological context using a set of metadata.

Feature prediction generally relies on computer algorithms which use either information intrinsic to the sequence itself, extrinsic information such as homologous coding sequences, or some combination of the two (Besemer and Borodovsky, 2005). Obviously, the accuracy of gene prediction can be greatly enhanced when driven by experimentally validated reference protein sequences, and in this way, annotation of one protein can inform the annotation of many others. Current INSDC sequence record data structure supports the use of evidence codes, allowing one to indicate when a particular gene model has been experimentally validated, predicted based on homology to other sequences, or simply predicted ab initio (Klimke et al., 2011).

Descriptors used in INSDC sequence records are also used as labels in other resources. A prime example is “protein name.” This descriptor is included in the definition lines of results returned from protein BLAST searches. When conducting such searches, one often finds a multitude of names referencing nearly identical peptides with the same function. To prevent such inconsistencies, there has been an international effort to harmonize protein names across databases using a standard functional name format initially developed by UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot (Brister et al., 2010; Klimke et al., 2011).

While it is likely that source descriptors — metadata — will remain stable over time, other feature annotations are apt to change in response to experimental progression. So while the initial INSDC sequence record may include the current state of science at the time of submission, the same record may be out of date within a few years. This natural progression of knowledge necessitates an equally dynamic approach to genome sequence annotation.

Virus genome annotation efforts at NCBI

The primary source of annotation for most genome sequence records is the actual sequence submitter. While some data structure elements are validated by GenBank indexers, most annotations are not reviewed extensively. This approach is consistent with the archival role of GenBank, and while this policy creates a relatively low burden for submission, it also makes it difficult to enforce annotation standards. Moreover, the submitter is not required to update sequence records as the current state of knowledge evolves, so even initially well annotated records can erode with the passage of time.

The curated RefSeq database was introduced to help mitigate the problems caused by inconsistent, outdated, or simply incorrect annotations (Pruitt et al., 2005). The idea is to create a single representative reference genome for each group of related viruses using submitted GenBank records as templates. Reference genomes are then curated by biologists using in-house annotation tools and the scientific literature as guides. A panel of Viral Genome Advisors from outside NCBI bolsters these curation efforts by offering expert guidance or taking responsibility for specific RefSeq records themselves.

Generally, one virus RefSeq record is made for each virus species as defined by the International Committee on the Taxonomy of Viruses (International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses., King, A.M.Q., and International Union of Microbiological Societies. Virology Division, 2012). However, it is sometimes difficult to capture the genetic content of a particular species within a single genome sequence, and multiple RefSeq records must be created.
This is often done for bacterial viruses where horizontal gene transfer contributes to genetic diversity, but multiple references are also maintained for a number of other species — most notably double-stranded DNA viruses — as dictated by genetic diversity. RefSeq also maintains multiple reference records in cases where there are more than one well studied isolates.

While an “expert curation” approach to all RefSeq records was arguably feasible a decade ago, it could not keep pace with the rate of virus genome sequencing (Fig. 1) and a somewhat ad hoc curation model has followed in its wake. Accordingly, the curation of most virus RefSeq records is limited to taxonomic and data structure considerations. This light hand approach is reflected in the RefSeq status key where these records are marked “provisional.” Intense curation efforts are limited to a small subset of virus genome records, typically denoted by their “reviewed” RefSeq status (Pruitt et al., 2002, 2009).

**Protein clusters**

The current RefSeq approach to genome curation reflects two realities: one, there are simply too many genome sequence records to manually curate and keep up to date. Two, only a small number of viruses or viral gene products will be investigated in the laboratory. Without detailed experimental evidence from individual genomes, one must infer annotation from other genome or protein homologs. Hence, successful annotation requires the ability to transfer annotation from the genome sequence records of well-studied viruses to those of less studied ones.

The NCBI Protein Clusters resource was created to help bridge the gap between experimentally characterized proteins and those less well studied (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/proteinclusters; Klimke et al., 2009). The resource groups nearly identical proteins into clusters and aggregates any data associated with individual protein sequences into a single shared space. While each cluster may contain dozens of nearly identical protein sequences, often only a few — maybe just one — have actually been characterized in the laboratory. Yet, based on these experiments, it is possible to infer functionality of other, uncharacterized proteins within the same cluster. In this way data from one protein can inform the aggregate.

Currently the Protein Clusters database only includes RefSeq proteins. While this reference protein approach excludes other GenBank sequences including metagenomic sequences, it reflects the goal of seeding the database with well annotated proteins and transferring this annotation to other RefSeq records. Yet, even within this restricted data set there is evidence for a large annotation gap since 43,434 of the 108,988 current viral RefSeq proteins include “hypothetical protein” in their name. This gap appears even larger among bacterial virus RefSeq proteins where 18,694 out of a total of 38,364 proteins are named “hypothetical protein.”

The Protein Clusters curation approach underscores the importance of well-studied genomes, or more accurately, experimentally validated and well curated genome sequence records. Data associated with these so called “gold standard” records — such as gene models, protein names, and ontology terms — can be used to guide annotation of homologous sequences which are part of the same cluster. The net effect is that one well annotated genome can inform the annotation of dozens if not hundreds of proteins—resulting in standardized protein names and other annotations across all constituent proteins within a given cluster.

Experimentally derived data is critical to the evaluation of protein functionality. The Protein Clusters resource includes a multi-sequence alignment viewer where the relationships between clustered sequences can be directly visualized—allowing one to appraise the conservation of functional domains and discrete residues across all proteins in a cluster. Given sequences annotated as deficient in a specific biochemical activity or other data regarding required residues, it is possible to manually predict the functional potential of a given sequence within an alignment. It is also possible to use the functional data aggregated in Protein Clusters to build gene models for use in automated sequence annotation pipelines, improving the accuracy of these tools.

NCBI virus genome annotation does not occur in a vacuum, and other databases and community groups are actively involved in various aspects of annotation. This global network has the potential to greatly enhance the availability of well annotated genomes and proteins but also presents a significant challenge with regard to data association and aggregation. Protein Clusters solves this problem by capturing data linked to a particular protein from a variety of internal and external sources like Entrez Gene (Maglott et al., 2011), UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot (2012), and ACLAME (Leplae et al., 2010) and aggregating it within a common cluster space where it can be assessed by hand or machine and ultimately, assigned to all member proteins within the cluster.

---

**Fig. 2.** Distribution of microbial virus RefSeq records. (A) Current number1 of microbial virus nucleotide sequence records deposited in the RefSeq database broken down by host—algae, archaea, bacteria, diatom, fungi, and protozoa. (B) Current number1 of microbial virus protein sequence records deposited in the RefSeq database broken down by host—algae, archaea, bacteria, diatom, fungi, and protozoa. 1Number of records calculated on September 11, 2012.
UniProtKB is a comprehensive protein sequence knowledge-base that consists of two sections: UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot (Boutet et al., 2007), which contains manually annotated entries, and UniProtKB/TremBL, which contains computer-annotated entries. Until recently, SwissProt curation activities were focused on annotating all available protein sequences. Yet, manual protein annotation using SwissProt standards is an involved process, which requires reading relevant publications and annotating function, sequence features, locations, protein interactions, post translational modifications, and other descriptors. This process requires several hours for each protein and extending it across a single viral genome can be very time consuming. Given that thousands of new genome sequences are submitted for viruses like influenza, there is no question that the time of manual annotation of all available records has come to an end.

NCBI has attempted to ameliorate problems related to the rapid increase in virus genome sequencing using reference genomes (RefSeq), typically one for each virus species. This approach limits the number of manually curated genomes, but maintains comprehensive coverage of virus diversity. There are currently 4218 viral RefSeq genome records publicly available from NCBI. Most of the 841 microbial virus RefSeq records are bacteriophages (Fig. 2), which is not surprising given the current rate of bacteriophage genome sequencing (Fig. 3). Although this reference genome approach offers a significant reduction from the 35,410 validated virus genome sequence records in GenBank (a figure which includes 1126 validated microbial virus genome records but does not include influenza sequences), there are still too many individual RefSeq protein records to manually annotate.

**Reference proteomes**

The current SwissProt curation model is based on the manual annotation of one complete proteome per taxonomic genus. These “reference proteomes” are chosen from existing NCBI RefSeq genomes, so each reference has manually curated genome and proteome components and can be used as a gold standard (The UniProt Consortium, 2012). In UniProt release 07.12, there are 353 viral reference proteomes: 188 from animal, 87 from plant and 78 from microbial viruses. Reference proteomes comprise 12,758 individual protein entries—a sum which can be manually annotated and updated with reasonable effort. This number is expected to grow slowly as new viral genera are described — unlike the expected rapid increase in viral sequences — so reference proteomes should continue to provide a stable representative list of well curated viral proteins which can be used to access and/or propagate the annotation.

Unfortunately the diversity of microbial viruses complicates the establishment of references for proteomic annotation. Indeed, many bacterial viruses are subject to cross-species recombination, challenging their taxonomic classification (Krupovic et al., 2011). Moreover, the microbial virus gene diversity within a taxonomic family is high compared to vertebrate viruses, and many predicted proteins are named “uncharacterized” because there is no experimental information, and nothing of their function can be predicted. For example, the Mimivirus proteome comprises 909 proteins, 560 of which are uncharacterized in SwissProt (Suzan-Monti et al., 2006). Therefore, SwissProt reference proteomes are useful standards for “core” microbial virus proteins, i.e. the proteins that all viruses of a genus have in common, but may not include many important proteins.

**Virus ontology**

Information published in free-text or transcribed in protein annotation is extremely valuable for users, but it is a complicated task for computers to extract and search this data. To deal with large scale annotation, a common set of concepts is needed to structure the protein knowledge within databases. This is especially true for important fields like protein function, which is written in free-text in UniProtKB. To ameliorate this problem, an ontology of 135 concepts has been created for eukaryotic viral proteins. This ontology is comprised of five parts — virion, entry, gene expression/replication, exit, and host-defense modulation — and has been used to annotate viral proteins in SwissProt/UniProtKB and in the ViralZone (viralzone.expasy.org) (Hulo et al., 2011) web resource where concepts are detailed and linked to viruses and proteins. For example the page “Viral penetration into host nucleus” (http://viralzone.expasy.org/all_by_protein/989.html) displays a picture of the different strategies to cross nuclear membranes during viral entry, a text detailing the various molecular processes involved, and a list of the 17 viral families involved in this process with references to PubMed articles. All proteins playing an active role in this process are also listed; that is the 572 viral proteins having received the keyword in SwissProt/UniProtKB. Though the 135 concepts developed at UniProt are currently focused on the eukaryotic virus replication cycle, in the future additional concepts will describe the
prokaryotic virus counterpart. The UniProtKB viral ontology is currently in the process of being integrated into Gene Ontology (GO) (Gene Ontology Consortium, 2011) in coordination with GO Consortium efforts to cover both eukaryotic and prokaryotic viruses.

The advantage of ontology annotation versus free-text annotation is scalability. Controlled vocabulary provides annotation that can be propagated efficiently and allows exhaustive search in databases using one or several concepts. The ontology approach also facilitates the annotation process since it is easier to assign function from a limited list of 135 keywords than writing a text from scratch to explain a protein/gene function.

Community annotation

Although the importance of bacteriophage in the molecular understanding of gene function goes back to the earliest days of molecular biology, annotation of viruses in general and phage in particular has lagged compared to other model systems. This may be attributed in part to the lack of stably funded dedicated model organism databases for viruses, which means that professional curation of viral genomes is being done only as part of larger, more general curation efforts. To our knowledge, the PortEco project is the only data resource where improving the databases for bacteriophage is an explicit part of a model organism resource’s mission, and even for PortEco, the mandate was only for the phage, plasmids, and mobile elements using laboratory E. coli as a host. This situation is unlikely to change, so alternative models for increasing annotation of viral genomes will require more involvement of the broader scientific community.

Enlisting the broader community to participate in annotation has obvious benefits in terms of scale, prioritization of areas of interest, and cost. However, community annotation has met with limited success for a variety of reasons (Bunt et al., 2012). FlyBase (Tweedie et al., 2009) and the Arabidopsis Information Resource (TAIR; Swarbreck et al., 2008) have had some success with recruiting authors of recent papers to participate in annotation (Bunt et al., 2012); the TAIR effort is aided by cooperation from several leading plant biology journals who notify authors of accepted papers that there is a website where they can contribute annotations to TAIR (Berardini et al., 2012). We hope that Virology and other journals relevant to bacteriophage biology will consider participating in a similar activity.

One recent effort to enlist community expertise to improve annotation of bacteriophage genomes is the PhAnToMe project (http://phantome.org). In 2011, PhAnToMe gathered experts in bacteriophage biology at BioSphere 2. The focus of the workshop was to improve tools for automated annotation based on RAST annotation pipeline (Aziz et al., 2008) and the SEED functional classification of gene products into subsystems (Overbeek et al., 2005). More than 80 subsystems for phage-specific biology were added to SEED through PhAnToMe, improving bacteriophage gene prediction, prophage identification, and viral metagenomics capabilities of these pipelines. Although PhAnToMe periodically updates automated annotations for more than 839 bacteriophages, no stable mechanism was established to facilitate ongoing literature-based manual annotation of reference proteins such as those needed to seed SwissProt or Protein Clusters entries.

One possible approach to sustain community annotation of Protein Clusters is illustrated by the Community Assessment of Community Annotation with Ontologies (CACAO), organized by the PortEco project to couple annotation to undergraduate education. CACAO uses the teaching of critical reading of the scientific literature to have students participate in functional annotation based on the GO (Ashburner et al., 2000). Teams of students compete to make annotations of any protein in UniProt via the GONUTS (http://gowiki.tamu.edu) website (Renfro et al., 2012). Annotation is done in 2 week “innings”. Annotations are entered during the first week. During the second week, teams can take points from one another by identifying and correcting problematic annotations. The competitive nature of CACAO has stimulated students to submit thousands of literature-based annotations per semester. Annotations are judged by experts before being submitted back to the GO consortium for further review prior to inclusion in data resources.

Applying CACAO more broadly to viral genome annotation will require not only recruiting CACAO mentors with virology expertise, but as with the PhAnToMe efforts with the SEED, improvements in GO are needed to better cover phage biology. We are currently working with the virus group of the GO consortium to incorporate ontology terms from the ACLAME MEGO system (Leplae et al., 2010) into GO, and to cross-reference GO and SEED functional categories. Improvements to the ontologies to better reflect the relevant biology is another area where community involvement is needed. In addition to capturing literature-based annotation with existing GO terms, CACAO provides an opportunity to identify areas where GO needs improvement through new terms or reorganization of its structure.

The path forward

The emerging genome annotation community includes not only public databases like those at NCBI and UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot, but also large sequencing centers, independent databases like ACLAME, community efforts like PhAnToMe, as well as individual researchers. Given this landscape, we are now challenged to leverage contributions among these stakeholders and capture them in a single aggregate space. Though this proposition will certainly require unprecedented coordination, it also offers the promise of an adaptable, system-wide approach capable of keeping pace with the dynamic demands of microbial virus genome annotation.

We propose a hybrid model of genome annotation wherein expert curators from public databases collaborate with independent and community curation groups to best exploit the unique strengths of each group. This collaboration will require coordination of both pursuit and practice, and nomenclature and feature annotation conventions will be necessary to facilitate consistent contributions from all groups. To orchestrate this cabal, we propose the formation of a microbial virus genome annotation working group — PhaGeAn — which will help develop standards for virus genome annotation, prepare “gold standard” records, and coordinate the distribution of annotation from independent databases and community efforts.

Our hybrid model relies on the use of Protein Clusters to aggregate and disseminate annotation data. This resource supports a unique combination of data aggregation, visualization, and propagation features which should provide the flexibility necessary to coordinate data entry from a myriad of sources and allow review of complete data sets prior to dissemination (Klimke et al., 2009). Annotation data will be directly captured from NCBI, SwissProt, and other resources, parsing well annotated “gold standard” records, or uploading simple tables containing protein accession numbers, protein names, and other annotations. This resource should provide a single, public depository where any uploaded data can be freely accessed and used in annotation pipelines or other tools.

Conclusion

With the horizon filled with viral genome sequencing projects, the coming years portend a struggle to accurately annotate a
building torrent of sequence data. To transform this sequence stream into usable, well annotated genome data sets, previously disjoined stakeholders — public databases, sequencing centers, and community groups — must articulate common annotation goals and leverage their combined knowledge and individual strengths. Such collaborative efforts are critical to the coverage, consistency, and community participation necessary for a sustainable virus genome annotation model. Despite some very real challenges engaging the broader scientific community and coordinating annotation efforts among disparate groups, in an era of restrained research budgets, this is the only path forward.
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